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0. INTRODUCTION 
In 1968/1969 Palis [7] and Pugh [8] both gave a short proof of the 
following theorem for diffeomorphisms of Banach spaces. 
THEOREM (Hartman-Grobman). In a neighborhood of a hyperbolic 
fixed point, a diffeomorphism is topologically conjugate to the derivative at 
that fixed point. 
This is a consequence of the more general fact: 
THEOREM. Zf L is a hyperbolic automorphism of a Banach space X and 
fi, f2: X+X are Lipschitz (small) and bounded, then there exists a 
homeomorphism h: X + X such that 
It is the purpose of this paper to extend this result to the case, where L is 
a hyperbolic endomorphism, i.e., not necessarily bijective. This situation 
usually occurs in applications to partial differential equations. 
Before stating our results we introduce some notation. If X is a Banach 
manifold, then X’ denotes the Banach manifold of all functions from E to 
X. Any map f: X -+ X induces a map 3 X’ + X’ through 
As)=f 0 s for SEX’. 
We set 
A(f)= n f”Cxl> 
n,O 
that is the attractor off, and for a function F: XB --+ X” we let 
S(F)={s~X’IF(s)(i)=s(i+l) forall iEH}, 
i.e., S(3) is the set of all bi-infinite orbit sequences off: 
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The following diagram commutes for all Jo Z: 
S(J) f ’ xn 
PJ I I PJ 
A(f) ’ *A(f) 
with p,[S( 7 )] = A( f ), where pi: X’ + X denotes the jth projection, and 7 
is bijective on S(r). 
Two maps f and g are called inverse limit conjugate if the corresponding 
maps 7 and g are conjugate relative to S( f ) and S( g’) (see [9] for some 
references). 
In Section 1 we prove the inverse limit conjugacy of L +fi and L +f2, 
where L is a hyperbolic endomorphism of a Banach space X and 
fi, f2: X+ X are Lipschitz (small) and bounded. We also give a short proof 
for the conjugacy on the base space between the unstable manifolds. 
Section 2 contains applications to evolution equations. And in Section 3 we 
show how the concept of inverse limit conjugacy can be used to obtain 
global stability results such as the inverse limit stability of Morse-Smale 
maps. 
1. HARTMAN-GROBMAN THEOREM 
Let (X, ) . I) be a Banach space, or more generally a complete quasinor- 
med linear space, where a quasinorm is a map I * I: X+ [0, co] with the 
properties of a norm. On XZ we choose the quasinorm 
I(sI( = y 2-ti’Is(i)I, 
;= -m 
which induces the product topology. On the set of Cl-maps of X we impose 
the quasinorm 
sup{ID’f(x)J 1 xEXand iE (0, l}}, 
and for a set A, we let 
Cz(A, X’) = { f: A -+ XZ 1 fcontinuous and bounded} 
with corresponding norm 
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A continuous linear map L: X-r X is said to be hyperbolic if there exists a 
quasinorm on X, and constants A> 1, 0 < p < 1, such that 
(1) X=X”@XS, L[X”]rX” and L[x”]~x”, and x”, X” closed, 
(2) Iux”)-L(Y”)l8~1 xU-j4 for all x’, yUe x”; 
1 L(x”) - L( v”)\ <p 19 - y”( for all 9, y” E Y. 
Whenever the spectrum of L has no points on the unit circle, then one can 
find a quasinorm on X with the properties above. 
A fixed point x of a Cl-map f is called hyperbolic if Df(x) is hyperbolic. 
Finally, if X=X”@ Y and f: X + X is a given map, then prU: X-t x” 
and pr’: X + X” denote the projections, and we set f” = pr”f and f” = pr”f. 
We begin with some trivial observations. 
LEMMA. Zf L: X -+ X is hyperbolic, then 2: X” --f XZ is hyperbolic. In par- 
ticular, E leaves the splitting XuZ @ x1’ invariant. 
We set rU=zlxU~, Ly=z:(Xs~ and a=max{lLl-ll,, \LT”,1.}, where 1. IL. 
denotes the operator norm. 
In the following we assume that L: X + X is hyperbolic and that the 
maps fj: X + X, j = 1, 2, are Lipschitz with lip( fj) < 1 - a and bounded. 
LE_MMA. (i) The maps $ X” --,X”, j= 1, 2, are Lipschitz with 
lip( fj) < lip( fj) and bounded. 
(ii) Lrh=E+c,j= 1,2. 
We set cp,= L+f,, j= 1,2. 
THEOREM 1.1. (global version). The maps cpl and (p2 are inverse limit 
conjugate (i.e., there exists a homeomorphism H: S(qI) --t S(qq) such that 
Hrp”, = (p”2 H on S( & )). 
Proof. The proof follows [8], see also [ 53. We set H = id + G, where id 
denotes the identity on X”, and solve the following equation for 
G E Co,(Gi% 1, X” 1 
(id + G) 6 = @“(id + G) on S(6). (1) 
Equation (1) is equivalent to 
G& - LG =.c(id + G) -fT on S(G). (2) 
Note that Ct(S(q7 ), X”) splits as a direct sum 
c:(s(m, X”) = c;(s(&), X”“)O q$w), XS”), 
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and (2) expands into 
G”=E;‘(G”cp”,+fT-f’(id+G)) on W% (34 
G” = (CG” +&id + G) -fT) q; ’ on WC). (3b) 
We observe that 
is well defined and a contraction (with respect to the maximum quasinorm 
I/G”+ G”ll =max{ JG”JO, IG”I,}). Namely, let G,, G2 E Ci(S(&), X”); then 
I~~‘l~~l~t;~-~Gt;~l~+I~~~~+~~~-~~~~+~,~l~) 
~I~~‘I.(IG~-G~lo+lip(~)lG,-Gzlo) 
6 (a + a Wf~))lG, -GAO 
~(~+W~~)lGI-G210, 
where a + lip( fy) < 1, and 
I~lLIG;~,*-G;~~‘lo+I(~~(id+G,)-~~(id+Gz))~~’l, 
dalG;-Gsl,+lip(~)IG,-G,I, 
d (a + lip(~)) IG1 - G210. 
Therefore K has a unique fixed point G in C~(S(~,), X’), which satisfies 
(3a), (3b) on S(&) and thus satisfies (1) on S($55). To see that the range of 
id + G is in S( &), we define G: S((p7) -+ J? through pjG(s(i)) = 
,~~G(s(i+j)) for all jeZ and s~S(@‘r). It is clear that GEC~(S(&),X’) 
with p,(id + G)(s(i)) =p,,(id + G)(s(i+j)) for all Jo Z and SE S(q5). 
Moreover, G satisfies (1) on S(f, ) and the range of id + 6 is in S(&). Uni- 
queness then implies that G = G. 
Reversing the roles of fy and fy, one finds a unique map 
G’E Cz(S($Q, X’) with 
(id + G’) & = q,(id + G’) on WC) 
and it follows as above that the range of id + G’ is in S(qr ). 
Equations (1) and (4) imply that 
(4) 
(id + G’)(id + G) 6; = (id + G’) &(id + G) 
= &(id + G’)(id + G) on S(cp”;). 
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One then sees that 
(id,+ G’)(id + G) = id + (G + G’(id + G)) on WFJ 
and since G + G’(id + G) is continuous and bounded, it follows from uni- 
queness that 
(id + G’)(id + G) = id on WC) 
and analogously that 
(id + G)(id + G’) = id on S(6)). 
This shows that (id + G))’ = id + G’ is continuous and that id + G is bijec- 
tive, and therefore that id + G is a homeomorphism. Q.E.D. 
In general there will not exist a conjugacy between the attractors, but if 
both maps ‘p, and CJ+ are one-to-one on A(cp,) and A(cp,), respectively, 
then this is the case. 
COROLLARY 1.1. Zf the maps qj: A(cp,) + A(cp,), j= 1, 2, are one-to-one, 
then there exists a homeomorphism h: A(cpl) + A(cp,) such that hq, = ‘pzh 
on A(cp,). 
Proof: Since pdS(G.)l =A(cp,), j= 1,2, let h =pols~~,) HP;’ I,+,,). 
Q.E.D. 
The assumption of boundedness for fi and fi is essential. Namely, let 
L = 0 and f, be a linear bijective contraction. Then A(L) = (0) and 
A(L + f,) = X, and hence not homeomorphic in general. 
Next we deduce a local version of Theorem 1.1 and prove the local 
inverse limit stability of hyperbolic fixed points. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. (local version). Let f:X-+ X be C’ and let 0 be a 
hyperbolic fixed point off: Then f is locally inverse limit conjugate at 0 to 
Of(O) (i.e., there exist neighborhoods U, V of (the constant function) (0) 
in XZ and a homeomorphism H: U n S( 7) + V n S(Dx)) such that 
Hj”= DE) H on Un S(y)). 
Proof: We use the following lemma (see [7]). 
LEMMA. Let X be a complete quasinormed linear space and $1 X -+ X a 
Cl-map with (1) $(O) = 0 and (2) D+(O) = 0. Then for all E > 0 there exists a 
neighborhood U of 0 in X and a Lipschitz, bounded extension 6: X + X with 
lip($) < E and $ = Ic/ on U. 
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We set $ = f - Of (0) so that $ =f- Om). The map $ then satisfies (1 ), 
(2) above. Let E = 1 -a and choose a neighborhood U of (0) in J? as in 
the above lemma. The map 7 denotes the Lipschitz, bounded extension. 
The proof of Theorem 1.1 implies that there exists a homeomorphism 
H: SC@@) + 5) --) S(@@)) with 
H(Dg$+$)=DE)H on S(DE) + 5). 
Since f= DE) + IJ on U, and UnS(y)= i7r-1 S($@)+$), it follows 
that 
H3= DE) H on UnS(3) 
with H[Un S(y)] = Vn S(Dm)), w h ere V is a neighborhood of (0) in 
xz. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 1.2.. (local stability). Letf: X-+ X be C’ and 0 be a hyper- 
bolic fixed point off Then f is locally Cl-inverse limit stable (i.e., there exists 
a Cl-neighborhood U off in the set of Cl-maps of X such that for all g E U 
there exists a hyperbolic fixed point x, of g and neighborhoods U,, V, of (0), 
(x,) in X’ and a homeomorphism H: U, n S( 3) + Vg n S(g) with 
Hy=gH on U,nS(fi). 
Proof This follows similarly as in Proposition 1.1, making use of the 
fact that the set of hyperbolic endomorphisms forms an open subset in 
{L: X + XI L linear and continuous} with the operator norm. Q.E.D. 
As mentioned above it is in general not possible to make a comparison 
on X, and instead one has to move up to XZ. However, if one restricts 
attention just to the unstable manifolds, then one might as well compare 
on the base space. We give here a proof of this, which uses the local 
unstable manifold theorem and the Hartman-Grobman theorem for dif- 
feomorphisms. 
Let (X, 1. I) be a finite dimensional Banach space and L: X-+ X a hyper- 
bolic endomorphism. Assume that f is Lipschitz (small) and bounded with 
f (0) = 0. 
For x E X and g: X+ X let W;(x) denote the unstable set of g at x. 
THEOREM 1.2. (global version). (i) There exists a homeomorphism 
h: x” + W;+,(O) such that hL = (L +f) h on J?‘. 
(ii) The map L+f is bijective on W”,+,(O). 
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Proof Ad (i). From the local unstable manifold theorem (see [2, 31) 
follows that there exists a unique map g: Y’ + x” with lip(g) < 1 such that 
C+,(O) = Ix” + &“) I xU E P}. Note that L is bijective on P. 
Now we have to find a homeomorphism h: X” + W;+,.(O) such that 
hL=(L+f)h on x”. 
This reduces to the problem of finding a homeomorphism h: Y’ -+ x” with 
hL=(L”+f”(id+g))h on x”, (5) 
since then also 
hL + ghL = (L” +f”(id + g)) h + g( L” +f”(id + g)) h 
= L”h +f”(R + gh) + L”gh +f”(h + gh) 
= (L+f) (h+gh) on x”, 
and letting h = h + gt; this yields 
hL=(L+f)h on x”. 
Of course, if h is a homeomorphism, then so is h, because the bijectiveness 
of h implies the bijectiveness of h, the continuity of h and g implies the con- 
tinuity of h, and the continuity of pr” and h-l implies the continuity of 
he1 = h-‘pf. 
Note that Y is itself a Banach space, since it is closed in X, and observe 
that the Lipschitz constant of f”(id +g) can be made arbitrarily small by 
making the Lipschitz constant of f small. Equation (5) therefore follows 
from (H) of the Introduction, because L is expanding on x” and hence a 
hyperbolic automorphism of x”. 
Ad (ii). This follows from (i). 
Again we obtain the corresponding local variants. 
Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 1.3. (local version). Let f: X+ X be C’ and 0 be a hyper- 
bolic fixed point off: Then there exist neighborhoods U, V of 0 in X and a 
homeomorphism h: U n WY(O) -+ V n W$(oj(0) such that hf = Of (0) h on 
Un W;(O). 
PROPOSITION 1.4. (local stability). Let f: X -+ X be C’ and 0 be a hyper- 
bolic fixed point off: Then there exists a Cl-neighborhood U off in the set of 
Cl-maps of X such that for all g E U there exists a hyperbolic fixed point xp 
of g and neighborhoods U,, VR of 0, xg in X and a homeomorphism h: U, n 
W;(O) -+ V, n W;(x,) with hf = gh on U, n W;(O). 
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The results in this section can also be applied to Banach manifolds and 
may be extended to hyperbolic periodic points. 
2. APPLICATIONS TO EVOLUTION EQUATIONS 
Let (X, 1.1) be a Banach space. We now turn to the continuous case, i.e., 
instead of XZ we look at X”. The product topology on X” is not 
metrizable, we therefore choose to work with the pseudometric topology 
induced by the pseudometric llull = la(O)1 for VEX’. Again any map 
f: X + X induces a map 3 X” --f Xw through 
r(u)=foz4 for 24~X”. 
For a map F: X” + X” we set 
i.e., if T(t) is a Co-semiflow on X generated by an evolution equation, then 
S(G) is the set of all global solutions and G is a Co-flow on S(z)). 
(For simplicity we use the same notations as in the discrete case.) 
We consider the initial value problem for the equation 
u, = Au +f(u) (6) 
with linear part 
Ut=AU, 
where A and f satisfy the following conditions: 
(7) 
(i) A is a closed, densely defined linear operator which generates a 
Co-semiflow L(t) on X. 
(ii) f is Lipschitz (small) and bounded. 
Let T(t) denote the solution map of (6) and set L = L( 1) and T= T( 1). 
Suppose the spectrum of L does not meet the unit circle. Using the 
procedure in [3, p. 1181 one then finds a homeomorphism H: S(l) + S(F) 
such that 
HL- = G H on S(l) for all I E R. 
In particular, the sets of global solutions of (6) and (7) are 
homeomorphic. Thus, global existence of solutions for the linear case can 
be used to prove global existence of solutions for the nonlinear case. In 
many instances, e.g., it is known that the set of initial values through which 
a global solution of (7) passes, is dense in X. 
In case one is interested only in a local conjugacy, then one can impose 
more reasonable assumptions on the nonlinearity f: Also, if the spectrum of 
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L lies inside the unit circle, then this in part justifies the so-called “principle 
of linearized stability,” see [4, pp. 53-551 for some known results. 
3. MORSE-SMALE MAPS 
We now look again at the discrete case and show how the results in 
[6, l] can be used to prove the inverse limit stability of Morse-Smale 
maps of compact manifolds. 
Let X be a Banach manifold with corresponding metric d. The 
quasimetric on X’ is 
D(r, s) = y 2-l” d(r(i), s(i)), 
i= -m 
and the quasimetric on the set of Cl-maps of X is 
sup{IDy(x)l 1 xEXand in (0, l}}. 
Given a Cl-map f and s E S( f ), let unstable and stable sets be 
ffQ@) = ire S(S) I W.TYs),JLk(r))~ 01, 
wfts) = {rE S(7) I ~tT%UYr)) k-+00 01. 
We first notice that the local conjugacy of Proposition 1.2 can be exten- 
ded to the global unstable and stable sets. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let j X + X be C’ and 0 be a hyperbolic fixed point of 
f: For g close to f there exists a hyperbolic fixed point x, of g and a 
homeomorphism H: WF((O)) + W;((x,)) such that Hy= gH on Wy((0)). 
Proof Let s E WY ((0)) and define H(s) = g”hjF-“(s), where f-n(,s) is suf- 
ficiently close to (0) and h is the local conjugacy of Proposition 1.2, which 
preserves unstable sets. Q.E.D. 
The case of stable sets follows analogously. The one-to-oneness off on 
s(y) implies that global unstable and stable set of hyperbolic fixed (and 
also periodic) orbit sequences have the structure of injectively Cl-immersed 
submanifolds of X’. Therefore the concept of transversal intersection is 
meaningful. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let X be a compact manifold andf a Cl-map of X, which 
satisfies the following three conditions: 
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(1) 52( f ), the nonwandering set, is finite, 
(2) The periodic points off are hyperbolic, 
(3) WY(r) 5 Wj(s) for r, sEQ(T) n S(3) (transversal intersection). 
Then f is Cl-inverse limit stable (i.e., there exists a C-neighborhood U of 
f in the set of Cl-maps of X such that for all gE U there exists a 
homeomorphism H: S( 3) -+ S( 2) with H3= gH on S( 3)). 
Proox The proof idea is as follows. The set S( 3) is the (disjoint) unio/n 
of the unstable manifolds of the hyperbolic periodic orbit sequences off: 
For g close to f, the set S( 2) is the union of a corresponding set of hyper- 
bolic periodic orbit sequences of g; combining the conjugacies between 
these unstable manifolds gives a conjugacy between S(f) and S(g). 
However, it is not clear that this conjugacy is continuous, and in the dif- 
feomorphism case [6], a very careful construction was required in order to 
guarantee the continuity. In [ 1 ] this has been extended to a certain class of 
maps, namely, in the case of a compact base manifold, the class of all maps 
which are one-to-one on the attractor. Theorem 10.27 in [l] states that 
with respect to this class, any map f which is Morse-Smale (Definition 
10.14), is stable relative to A(f). By letting? play the role ofS, and s(3) 
the role of A( f ), we can follow the proof given there to obtain our asser- 
tion. Note that there exists a one-to-one correspondence between the 
periodic points ofTon S( 3) and f on A( f ). Q.E.D. 
Our formulation here implies the results of [6, l] (compact case) by 
projecting onto the base space, but is also more general, since no 
assumptions on the one-to-oneness are needed. 
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